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Maintenance ....................EN11Thank you for purchasing Panasonic product.
 All illustrations used are for explanation purposes, actual item may 

vary slightly from those shown.
 Please read the operating instructions carefully before charging and 

using the appliance to ensure safe and correct operation.
 Before use, please make sure to read “Safety Precautions” “Safety Precautions”

(Pages EN2 (Pages EN2 - EN3) EN3).
 Keep the operating instructions for future use.

Reserve it for later useReserve it for later use

Attached with a product warranty registration cardAttached with a product warranty registration card

Model No.

To avoid danger, if the power cord of the product is damaged, 
it must be replaced by professionals from the manufacturer, 
its service agent, or similar departments.
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 Safety PrecautionsSafety Precautions
In order to prevent accidents or injuries to the user, other people, and damage to property, please follow the instructions below.

 The following charts indicate the degree of damage caused by wrong operation.The following charts indicate the degree of damage caused by wrong operation.

 The symbols are classified and explained as follows.The symbols are classified and explained as follows.

This symbol indicates prohibition. This symbol indicates requirement that must
be followed.

Please make sure to Please make sure to 
follow these instructionsfollow these instructions

Indicates a potentially 
hazardous situation which, 
if not avoided, could result 
in death or serious injury.

Indicates a potentially 
hazardous situation which, 
if not avoided, could result 
in minor or moderate injury.

Indicates a potentially 
hazardous situation which, 
if not avoided, could result 
in death or serious injury.

Do not allow the unit to suck burning Do not allow the unit to suck burning 
or fl ammable objectsor fl ammable objects
(So as to avoid an explosion or fi re)

Do not use if the plug or power cord Do not use if the plug or power cord 
are damagedare damaged
(This can cause fi re due to overheating and 
ignition)

Please do not touch the brushPlease do not touch the brush
(To avoid fi nger clamping resulting in injury, or 
due to temperature rise caused by protection 
function, resulting in burns)

Cigarettes, toner from a copier, 
heating fuels, thinners, etc.

  Do not wash with water
(Except for those parts and accessories that can be 
washed with water)

  Do not plug or unplug the power plug with wet hands
(Danger of electric shock)

  Do not use around wet places, such as in toilets and 
bathrooms

  Do not damage the power cord or the plug. Do not 
forcefully machine, bend, twist, stretch or place the 
cleaner at high temperatures or place heavy objects on 
its top or bundle it
(This can cause an electric shock, short circuit or fi re)
→ Consult the place of purchase for information about 

repairs.
  This product is equipped with a dedicated clean dock; 
please do not use it for charging other products.

Do not mishandleDo not mishandle
(This can cause overheating, ignition or rupturing)

  This product has a dedicated rechargeable battery, please do not use it for other products or use non-original 
batteries

  Do not dispose of the battery in a fi re or expose it to heat
  Do not pierce with nails, apply impacts, disassemble, repair or modify
  Do not short-circuit by allowing metals or other materials to come into contact with the socket terminals
  Do not charge, use or place in places with high temperatures, including near fi re or in hot weather

Do not mishandleDo not mishandle

Rechargeable battery

Main unit • Accessories

Brush

To avoid prevent injuries, etc.To avoid prevent injuries, etc.

To avoid fi re, burns, electric shock and etc.To avoid fi re, burns, electric shock and etc.

Please use a dedicated clean dock to charge the batteryPlease use a dedicated clean dock to charge the battery
(To avoid overheating, fi re, electric shock, etc.)
→Only use the Model No. AVA79V-2PH clean dock for recharging the battery.Only use the Model No. AVA79V-2PH clean dock for recharging the battery.

IF you need to replace the battery , the battery must be replaceable by skilled personsIF you need to replace the battery , the battery must be replaceable by skilled persons
→Please consult the original dealer.Please consult the original dealer.
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Before use

 To avoid fi re, burns, electric shock and etc.To avoid fi re, burns, electric shock and etc.

 To avoid ignition, injury and etc.To avoid ignition, injury and etc.

Do not mishandleDo not mishandle
  The fl oor nozzle cannot be excessively pulled horizontally
(This can cause scratching to the fl oor surface)

  Do not use it when the parts on the bottom side of the fl oor nozzle wear out
(This can cause scratching to the fl oor surface)
→ Check the unit before use, and if there is wearing, consult the place of purchase

  Do not put metal in the contacts of each terminal (P. EN13)
(Danger of electric shock)

  Do not pull the powr cord when unplugging from the socket outlet
(It may cause an electric shock or fi re caused by short circuit)

  Do not put garbage into the clean dock (To avoid damaging the clean dock)

Use the power plug properlyUse the power plug properly
  The power plug is only suitable for indoor use or to guard against rain 
(Not doing so can cause electric shock, ignition)

  The power plug is limited to charge this product only 
(Not doing so can cause electric shock, ignition, overheating or leakage)

  Insert fully into the socket
(There is a danger of electric shock or fi re due to overheating if you insert into a loose socket or do not plug 
into the socket outlet)

  Must be within the rated values of the socket and the wiring appliances, etc., and must use AC 220 V
(Overheating may lead to fi re if the system exceeds recommended ratings by plugging too many devices 
into the same socket.)

  The plug must be removed from the socket outlet before maintaining the appliance
(Danger of electric shock)

  The plug must be removed from the socket outlet when the unit is not to be used for a long period of time
(To avoid electric shock, electric leakage, fi re, etc. caused by insulation damage)

  Use dry cloth to regularly remove dust from power plugs, terminals, etc. (P. EN5)
(Dust gathered can lead to incomplete insulation caused by moisture, which can lead to fi re)

This appliance is not intended for use by persons (including children) with reduced This appliance is not intended for use by persons (including children) with reduced 
physical, sensory or mental capabilities, or lack of experience and knowledge, unless physical, sensory or mental capabilities, or lack of experience and knowledge, unless 
they have been given supervision or instruction concerning use of the appliance by a they have been given supervision or instruction concerning use of the appliance by a 
person responsible for their safetyperson responsible for their safety
Children should be supervised to ensure that they do not play with the applianceChildren should be supervised to ensure that they do not play with the appliance
(It may cause fi re, electric shock or injury)

When an error occurs, stop using it immediately. Turn off  the unit (when using), and When an error occurs, stop using it immediately. Turn off  the unit (when using), and 
unplug the power plug (when charging)unplug the power plug (when charging)
(Danger of smoke, ignition, and electric shock)
E.g. abnormality or breaking down: unable to operate, abnormal sound, abnormal heat, a burning smell
→Immediately request maintenance and repair at the place of purchase

Do not approach the fi re source or the heat source, and avoid direct sunlightDo not approach the fi re source or the heat source, and avoid direct sunlight
(This can cause fi re or deformation)

Do not step on, sit on, or place heavy objects on the clean dockDo not step on, sit on, or place heavy objects on the clean dock
(To avoid damage to the clean dock or get injured)

Please store the vacuum cleaner (battery) in a clean, dry placePlease store the vacuum cleaner (battery) in a clean, dry place
(So as to avoid the battery from moisture which leads to overheating, ignition or electric shock)

Rechargeable battery • Main unit • Accessories

Main unit • Accessories

 Safety PrecautionsSafety Precautions Please make sure to Please make sure to 
follow these instructionsfollow these instructions
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  Notes on Use  Notes on Use
To extend the service lifeTo extend the service life

  Do not allow the unit to suck the following objects (This can cause malfunctions and odours)
• Large volumes of powder (Construction waste or fi re extinguisher powder)
• Pet litter or anything with pet waste attached
• Glass, pins, needles, toothpicks  • Dehumidifi cation powders
• Water and other liquids      • Damp or wet items
• Carpet fringes          • Long pieces of string
• Objects that easily block the suction inlet (Stockings, etc.)
   Do not try to clean in places with large volumes of sand, pet litter or gravel (This can cause malfunction)
  Do not directly vacuum with the front port of the main unit (So as not to wear the front port)
→Please use it with the nozzle
  Do not block the exhaust vent (This can cause deformation due to overheating)
   Do not operate for a long time if the suction inlet is blocked (To avoid deformation due to overheating)
   Do not arbitrarily fiddle with the charge terminal (To avoid bad contact)
  Do not use the vacuum cleaner in extremely hot or cold environments (as the rechargeable battery in it cannot work properly)
→It is recommended to use the vacuum cleaner in the environment of 0 °C - 40 °C (please charge it in 5 °C - 35 °C)

The vacuum cleaner is a household vacuum cleaner and should not be used for commercial or industrial purposes and for other 
purposes other than vacuum cleaning.

To prevent overheating of the motor (Protection function)To prevent overheating of the motor (Protection function)
If the vacuum cleaner continues running under the following conditions, the protection function will be activated, the main unit or 
suction nozzle will automatically stop running to prevent the motor from overheating and damage.

Main unit
 • When the dust bin is full of rubbish
 • When the fi lter cover and the cone-shaped fi lter are clogged
 • When the nozzle and suction inlet are clogged
 • When foreign objects are wound around the rotating brush

Clean dock
If the clean dock fi nishes 3 garbage collections within three minutes, then the clean dock will stop running to prevent 
overheating and damage to the motor.
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Before use

  Parts Names Parts Names

Rechargeable battery
(Built-in)

(Rear) Exhaust vent
(main unit side)

Terminal

Handle button A
(P. EN8)

Handle button B
(P. EN8)

Motorised matress nozzle Telescopic 2-way nozzle Dust bag

Brush

(Bottom)

Mesh 
fi lter

Cone-
shaped 

fi lter

Filter 
cover

Dust bin

Click

Click

Handle

Main unit

Floor nozzle

Clean dock cover

Power plug
Power cord

Clean dock
(1 dust bag included)
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 ChargingCharging

  When used for the fi rst time after purchase or left idling for more 
than 6 months, the battery may be reduced in capacity due to over-
discharge.
→Make sure to recharge it before using it again

  If the vacuum cleaner is not used for a long time, unplug it and store it 
in a suitable place.

  In order to avoid interference with TV sets, telephones, etc. (such as 
noise), please keep more than 1 m away from these appliances when 
charging.

  After the power plug is plugged in, 1 W is consumed even if the 
vacuum cleaner is not charged.
→When the vacuum cleaner is not in use for a long time, unplug the 

power plug to save power

  When it is correctly placed, the 
charging indicator is lighting blue 
and the clean dock begins to collect 
garbage (stop after 3 recycling).

RequestRequest
  When the running vacuum cleaner is placed 
back to the clean dock, the main unit will 
stop running and enter charging mode, and 
the clean dock will begin to collect garbage.

  The vacuum cleaner does not work while it 
is in the charging state.

  The temperature of the main unit and the 
power cord will increase during charging, 
which is a normal phenomenon.

Note

  If the vacuum cleaner is not used for more than 1 month, charge it fully. Unplug the power plug and store the cleaner. 
Charge it at least once in six months.

  To avoid aff ecting the battery life, when the vacuum cleaner stops automatically due to the exhausted battery during use, 
do not attempt to restart it or leave it alone to avoid over discharge.
→Make sure to charge it after use.

  Recharge in a room where the temperature is between 5 °C and 35 °C. (In order to charge correctly, avoid the use time 
to become shorter or charge time to become longer. The unit cannot charge properly if the room is too cold, or too hot  
such as when the room receives direct sunlight.)

To help make the battery last longerTo help make the battery last longer
The battery is not fully charged at the time of purchase, so please be sure to charge before use

 Charging indicator

  Fast fl ashing (at an interval of approximately 0.15 second) indicates an abnormality.
For details, please refer to “Troubleshooting” (P. EN15)

The temperature of the battery changes 
depending on the service conditions such 
as ambient temperature and service time. 
When the battery temperature is too high, it 
will automatically wait until the temperature is 
suitable for charging, and then recharge, so 
the charging time will be longer.

After the charging is 
completed, the lamp goes out.Lighting (blue)

ChargingCharging

OFF
Charging Charging 
completedcompleted

 Please place the vacuum cleaner smoothly on the clean dock for charging.
 The power plug is fi rmly plugged into the socket  As shown in the fi gure, place the main unit back to the clean dock

Charging 
indicator

1

2
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 UseUse

StartStart

EndEnd

After cleaningAfter cleaning

When switching the modeWhen switching the mode

[On/Off ]/Mode switching[On/Off ]/Mode switching
  Every time click  , switch the 
mode as follows
AUTO → Strong → Off 
(AUTO mode may automatically 
adjust the suction power based on 
the amount of garbage inhaled)  When the main unit is placed back to 

the clean dock, the charging indicator 
is lighting blue and the clean dock will 
collect garbage automatically (stop after 
3 recycling). Dust sensor lampDust sensor lamp

Visual display of rubbish that is not 
easily visible to the naked eye
(keratin, dander, mite, etc.)

Clean          A lot of dust

Off    Lighting   Flashing   Flashing rapidly

  When inhaling hair, pet hair, and large 
particles of garbage, there may be 
some residue at the garbage recycling 
port on the back of the main unit, 
perform maintenance if necessary.

  The clean dock may not be able to 
collect garbage if the dust bin is too full.

  When large particles of garbage are 
inhaled, some garbage may remain 
after the clean dock is recycled.

Tips

Press Press  to start cleaning. to start cleaning.

(Enter long-lasting mode by (Enter long-lasting mode by 
default)default)

  Every time click  , switch the mode

 in the following order.

Place the main unit back to the Place the main unit back to the 
clean dock. (P. EN6)clean dock. (P. EN6)

Charging indicator (P. EN6)Charging indicator (P. EN6)

Main unitMain unit







Long-lasting → AUTO → Strong

  Do not forcefully remove the main unit 
when the clean dock is recycling, to avoid 
damaging the main unit and the clean 
dock.

Garbage 
recycling port
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  Please refer to “Troubleshooting” (P. EN16)

  Please insert the dust bag correctly to avoid aff ecting 
the eff ect of garbage collection.

  Dust bags are consumable, in order to ensure high-
quality cleaning eff ects, they should be replaced 
according to the type of garbage inhaled and the 
frequency of use.

  To purchase dust bag, please contact your original 
dealer.

  If the dust bag is full and the replacement is 
required, or if the dust bag is not filled, or if the dust 
bag is not in place ...

 When the clean dock is abnormal ...

Clean dockClean dock

If replacing the dust bag is required...If replacing the dust bag is required...
Open the clean dock cover.

 Insert a new dust bag into the mounting slot.  Fit the clean dock cover back, and it is ready for use.

 Remove the dust bag from the clean dock and discard it.

Clean dock cover

Used dust 
bag

New 
dust bag

Mounting slot

Flashing (red)

Lighting (red)

RequestRequest

    UseUse

NameName Accessory for dust bag
Model No.Model No. AMC-ZDKC3G
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Car, sofa, etc.Car, sofa, etc.Floor, carpet, etc.Floor, carpet, etc.

Bedcover, etc.Bedcover, etc. Window sills, grooves and gaps in sliding Window sills, grooves and gaps in sliding 
doors, etc., tables, cabinet racksdoors, etc., tables, cabinet racks

Telescopic 2-way nozzleFloor nozzle

Motorised matress nozzle

The thrust varies depending on the carpet material. If 
the thrust is too high, please switch to long-lasting or 
AUTO mode.

Telescopic 2-way 
nozzle

Choose a nozzle based on diff erent usageChoose a nozzle based on diff erent usage

      UseUse

When cleaning the 
bedcover and mattress, 
gently slide the nozzle 
forward and backward.
If there is a lot of 
resistance or inhalation 
of sheets, or if the nozzle 
is diffi  cult to slide, switch 
to the AUTO mode.
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Motorised matress nozzle

Floor nozzle

Telescopic 2-way nozzle

oror

Use the appropriate nozzle according to the scenario.

    UseUse

Press and hold the button 
on the back and move 
upwards to remove it

Hold down and 
move upwards to 
remove it

[On/Off ]/Mode Switching[On/Off ]/Mode Switching
 Every time click  , switch the 

mode as follows
AUTO → Strong → Off 
(AUTO mode can automatically 
adjust the suction power based on 
the amount of garbage inhaled)

How to use telescopic 2-way nozzle?

• Pull it in the direction of the arrow until 
it clicks 

• Press down the button while retracting

Button

Pull-out methodPull-out method Retracting methodRetracting method
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MaintenanceMaintenance

  Due to the possibility that garbage may not accumulate 
evenly in the dust bin, please confi rm the garbage 
accumulation directly.

  The dust bin or dust bag may become full earlier on new 
carpets because of the presence of loose threads.
(Slowly reduces inhalation of carpet shedding pile as 
vacuuming frequency increases)

Note

 Turn off the vacuum cleaner and remove the power plug before cleaning up rubbish or during maintenance.

When the suction power is 
weakened, please clean 

up the rubbish in time and 
perform maintenance.

 As shown in the fi gure, press and hold the release 
button as indicated by the arrow, and open it outward 
to remove the dust bin.

 Pull up and remove the fi lter.

Release button

Remove the Remove the dust bin

Dust binDust bin

  Please do not use substances such as detergent, bleach, 
gasoline, thinner, or alcohol.
(To avoid cracks and colour change)

  Please dry the dust bin completely for about 24 hours 
immediately after washing.
(To avoid odor or clogging)

  Please do not use blow dryer or similar device to dry it.
(To avoid malfunction)

  If an incompletely dried part is placed back to the main 
unit, it may cause a malfunction.

RequestRequest (For washable parts only)

Filter
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 As shown in the fi gure, put back the main unit in the 
order of  and .

 Assemble the fi lter as shown in the fi gure.

 Remove the debris attached to 
the surface.

Detailed maintenance

  After washing, please fully dry After washing, please fully dry 
it before putting it back as it isit before putting it back as it is                                                                                                                                                                           

1
2

 MaintenanceMaintenance
Dust binDust bin

 Remove the garbage. Disassemble the fi lter as shown in 
the fi gure.

Clean up the rubbishClean up the rubbish

Reinstall it as it isReinstall it as it is

Wash
in water
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 MaintenanceMaintenance

 Remove rubbish from the terminal with a dry cloth.

 Use a soft, dry cloth to wipe the attached rubbish, dust, etc. from the front end.

 If the dust sensor lamp is abnormal (P. EN15), rubbish or dust may adhere to the sensor part (2 places) 
inside the main unit. Please perform maintenance.

 Wipe the surface with a wrung out, soft, damp cloth and remove any residual debris from .

Main unit, Clean dockMain unit, Clean dock

TerminalTerminal

SensorsSensors

Terminal of the fl oor nozzle Terminal of the motorised 
matress nozzle

Charging plug

Sensors

Turn off the vacuum cleaner and remove the power plug before maintenance.

Filter sponge

  Wash the fi lter sponge if necessary, please Wash the fi lter sponge if necessary, please 
fully dry it before putting it back as it isfully dry it before putting it back as it is                                                                                                                                            
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If it is dirty or 
the suction is weakened

About  once a month

  When maintaining the nozzle, always close the vacuum cleaner and remove the plug 
from the socket outlet, then remove the nozzle. (To avoid injury)

  Remove rubbish from  areas

  Clean the brush with water

Motorised matress nozzleMotorised matress nozzle

Floor nozzleFloor nozzle
(Bottom)

Brush only

Roller brush only

  Cut with scissors to 
remove tangled rubbish

  Use the tweezers to pick 
out hairs tangled on the 
wheel

 As shown in Fig. A , press and hold 
the side buckle while turning to the 
state shown in Fig. B  in the direction 
of the arrow, and then remove the 
brush according to Fig. C .

 Remove debris from  or wash 
the brush with water.

 Align the slot and insert the brush 
until a "click” is occurred.

 Remove debris from  or wash 
the roller brush with water.

 Align the slot and insert the roller brush 
so that the latch is turned to "  ".

   After washing, please fully dry it before putting it back as it isAfter washing, please fully dry it before putting it back as it is                                                                                                                                                                                                      

For washable parts only

  Please do not use substances such as detergent, bleach, thinner or alcohol (To avoid cracks and colour change)

Request

 As shown in Fig. A , use the tool 
to turn the latch to "  ", and 
then turn it in the direction of the 
arrow in Fig. B  , and then follow 
Fig. C  to remove the roller brush.

A

C
B

Buckle

A
C

B

Roller brush

Brush

 MaintenanceMaintenance

 • Remove any water and dry completely 
(To avoid causing strong odours or clogs)

 • Please do not use blow dryer or similar device to dry it 
(To avoid deformation and malfunction)

 • If an incompletely dried part is placed back to the main unit, it may cause a malfunction

  When washed 
with water...

Wash
in water

Wash
in water

   After washing, please fully dry it before putting it back as it isAfter washing, please fully dry it before putting it back as it is                                                                                                                                                                                                 
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Troubleshooting
Troubleshooting

 Troubleshooting Troubleshooting

When this happensWhen this happens Inspection and handlingInspection and handling

C
harging

C
harging

Charging indicator is not 
lighting when charging

  Is the power plug plugged in?
  Is the battery fully charged?
  Is the main unit correctly placed on the clean dock? (P. EN6)

Charging indicator never 
goes off 

  If the charging Indicator does not go out after charging for more than 12 hours, 
it may be that the vacuum cleaner has failed or the battery life is up.
→Please consult with the original dealer.

Charging indicator
fl ashes quickly

  Unplug and wait for 10 minutes before plugging in again. If it still fl  ashes 
quickly
→Contact your original dealer.

Operation time has 
reduced greatly after 
charging

  Are you charging where the temperature is too high or too low?
→Recharge in a room where the temperature is between 5 °C and 35 °C.

  If the product is charged immediately after it is used in a high temperature 
environment such as in the summer, charging may be suspended due to 
excessively high battery temperature and the product may standby for cooling.
→The battery will automatically charge after it cools. Please charge it until the 

charging Indicator goes out.
  Does the battery reach the end of its life?
→Please contact the original dealer for purchase and replacement of the 

battery.

O
peration·Suction pow

er
O

peration·Suction pow
er

The vacuum cleaner does 
not run

  Is the battery exhausted?
→Please charge it

  Please start again.

Dust sensor lamp and 
charging indicator are 
lighting at the same time

  Has the protection function to prevent the motor or battery from overheating 
started?
→Close the vacuum cleaner and stop the operation
Wait for 5 to 30 minutes (for motor or battery to cool, and release the 

protection function)
→Please check the reason for the activation of the protection function and 

then operate accordingly (P. EN4)

The brush of the fl oor 
nozzle does not rotate

  Is the rotating brush wrapped around debris, ropes, etc.? 
Is it blocked? (P. EN14)

  Sweeping objects with long hair or diff erent kinds of carpets, or pressing the 
nozzles with force may cause the rotating part to rotate slow or not to rotate.
→When it is not rotating, please stop the operation fi rst and then restart it

The suction power is weak; 
there is an abnormal 
"puff y" sound or excessive 
noise during operation

  Switch off  the vacuum cleaner and run it again.
  Are the nozzle, etc. blocked?
  Are the dust bin blocked?
→Remove the rubbish and perform maintenance (P. EN11 - EN14)

  Is the dust bin installed correctly? (P. EN12)

Sm
ells

Sm
ells

The exhaust smells of 
rubbish

  Has the vacuum cleaner not been cleaned after inhaling smelly rubbish?
→ If you care about the odor during the re-operation, please remove the rubbish 

and perform maintenance (P. EN11 - EN13).
 If odors persist after maintenance, replace with a clean dust bag

Check the following before requesting repairs.
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 Troubleshooting Troubleshooting

When this happensWhen this happens Inspection and handlingInspection and handling

Sounds
Sounds

At startup, the main unit 
may emit a “beep” sound 
(the vacuum cleaner 
cannot run at this time)

  Please run again.

C
lean dock

The clean dock does not 
work after the main unit is 
put back to the clean dock

  Is the main unit correctly placed on the clean dock? (P. EN6)
  Is it put back to the clean dock within 8 seconds after the clean dock fi nishes 
the garbage collection?
→Please put it back to the clean dock after more than 8 seconds

  Make sure the power plug is plugged into the socket.
  Is the motor overheating protection on the clean dock activated?
(Whether three garbage collections are completed within three minutes)
→Wait for 5 minutes to deactivate overheating protection

Clean dock indicator is 
fl ashing red

  Is the motor overheating protection on the clean dock activated?
(Whether three garbage collections are completed within three minutes)
→Wait for 5 minutes to deactivate overheating protection

The suction power is weak 
or excessive noise during 
operation

  Is the dust bag fi lled with garbage?
→Please replace the dust bag (P. EN8)

There is no garbage, but 
the clean dock indicator is 
lighting red

  Make sure that the dust bag is placed in the clean dock. (P. EN8)
→After inserting a clean dust bag, place the unit back to the clean dock and 

run it again. 

If there is still a problem 
after checking

  Do not repair yourself, and please take this product (the main unit, clean 
dock, fl oor nozzle etc.), together with product warranty registration card to the 
original purchase store.

 Please consult with the original dealer.
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Troubleshooting
Troubleshooting

Disposal of the productDisposal of the product

  The illustrations below are for reference only when disposing of this product, not for repair. Unauthorized disassembly and 
repair may cause short-circuit of the rechargeable battery.

  After turn OFF of the product and remove the power plug, follow the instructions below to remove the battery. (Run the 
vacuum cleaner until it stops automatically if the rechargeable battery still has power)

RequestRequest

 As shown in the fi gure, press and hold the release button 
as indicated by the arrow, and open it outward to remove 
the dust bin.

 Use the tool to open the gaps on both sides of the main 
unit to open it.

 Unplug all terminals at the baseboard connection to remove the battery pack.

 Use the tool to remove 7 screws.

 Toggle the baseboard catches outward.

Release button

Baseboard catch

Battery pack

 The rechargeable battery in this product is a consumable product. When the service time is still significantly 
shorter even after correct charging, the battery life may reach the end of its service life. If you need to buy or 
replace the battery, please consult the original dealer.
 Take out the battery before disposal and take it to the official designated recycle bin. Do not stack it with 
general domestic waste to avoid polluting the environment.
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Specifi cations

    Specifi cationsSpecifi cations

Model No. MC-KC1W

M
ain unit

Dust capacity 0.1 L

Noise 80 dB(A)

Dimensions 
(Depth×Width×Height)

Approx. 250 mm×76 mm×1165 mm (Including handle, fl oor nozzle)
250 mm × 330 mm × 1090 mm (Including handle, fl oor nozzle, clean dock)

Weight Approx. 1.6 kg (Including handle, fl oor nozzle)

Rated power input 230 W

Continuous 
operating 
time

Telescopic 2-way nozzle Floor nozzle/
Motorised matress nozzle

Long-lasting About 25 minutes About 23 minutes

AUTO About 10 minutes - 25 minutes About 10 minutes - 23 minutes

Strong About 6 minutes About 7 minutes

Actual working hours for domestic use may vary 
depending on ground conditions and etc.

R
echargeable

battery

Rechargeable battery Rechargeable lithium-ion battery (4)

Nominal voltage/
Rated capacity 14.4 V     2000 mAh

Recharging time About 3 hours (Ambient temperature 20 °C, from depletion to full capacity)

C
lean dock

Model No. AVA79V-2PH

Rated voltage 220 V

Rated frequency 50 Hz

Input 800 W

Output 18 V     0.6 A 12 W (In charging)

Dust capacity 2.0 L

Noise 80 dB(A)

Dimensions 
(Depth×Width×Height) Approx. 138 mm×295 mm×430 mm

Weight Approx. 2.0 kg

Length of power cord 1 m

Product list

Handle (1)
Main unit (1)

Floor nozzle (1)
Clean dock (1)

Telescopic 2-way nozzle (1)
Motorised matress nozzle (1)

Dust bag (1)

 At 20 °C/fully charged, initial capacity of battery
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